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R.L.S. VITE

VITE [vee-t-eI] is a Cap-and-clip lippage 
system without the use of any tools. Ergonomic 
and intuitive design to the cap make is easy to 
screw the lippage system onto its clip.

Just as the Raimondi Lippage System, the VITE has 
a clip that is placed under the tile into the adhesive. 
The cap is screwed onto the clip and once the 
adhesive has set the VITE is removed by kicking 
or using a rubber mallet to knock it off. 

LIPPAGE SOLUTION
Joint sizes of ¹/32" for both clips, 
for tile ⅛" to ⅝" or ⅝” to 1" 
thickdepending on the clip being 
used. See the next page for 
corresponding part numbers.

The caps for the VITE system can 
be collected and reused after 
usage, just as the wedges from 
the R.L.S. or our Double spacers.
The cap fits on both clips.

VITE [vee-t-eI] is the Italian 
word for the action ‘screw’ to 
turn the screw on. This being the 
main attribute to the R.L.S VITE.

SCREW (VITE)

After the clips and tile have been set 
screw the cap on from the top. Screw 
down until the lippage has been
resolved and the tiles align.

RE-USE

Just like the Raimondi Lippage System 
the VITE can be kicked or knocked-off 
(using a rubber mallet). After removal 
the cap can be re-used. 

DESIGN 

The new and ergonomically designed 
VITE has holes in the cap so that the 
joints can be seen when cap is present.
The VITE can also be used at 
cross-section on tile layouts.
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LSVITECAP100
LSVITECAP300
LSVITECAP900

Raimondi Lippage System 
VITE cap. A molded-plastic  
cap to screw onto the clips.

¹/32" (1mm) joint size for tile 
⅛” to ⅝” thick.

¹/32" (1mm) joint size for tile 
⅝” to 1"

LSVITECLIP100
LSVITECLIP300

LSVITECLIP3000

LSVITECLH100
LSVITECLH300

LSVITECLH2500


